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THE FUNDAMENTAL UNIT OF LIFE 

 A cell is the basic fundamental unit of life. 

 A cell is the basic structural and functional unit of life. 

 A cell can be: i) Prokaryotic    ii) Eukaryotic 

 All the living beings are made up of one or more cells. 

 On the basis of cell numbers, livings are classified as unicellular or multicellular. 

 Each cell of (Plants/Animals) are made-up of some very fine components are called cell-

organelles. 

 Cell-Organelles are => [Cell-Components] 

a) Cell membrane 

b) Nucleus 

c) Mitochondria 

d) Endoplasmic reticulum 

e) Golgibody 

f) Vacuole 

g) Chromoplast 

h) Ribosomes 

i) Lysosomes 

j) Centrioles 

k) Cytoplasm 

 Cell was first discovered by Robert Hooke. 

 Protoplasm of cell was discovered by Sir J.J Purkinjee. 

 Mitochondria was reported  by C. Benda. 

 Golgibody was reported by Camillo Golgi. 

 Nucleus of a cell was discovered by Robert Brown. 

 Cell membrane is made-up of Proteins and lipids as basic substance. 



 Cell wall is made up of Cellulose. 

 Cell membrane is freely permeable when it is surrounded by cell wall. 

 Hypotonic: If the cell surrounding medium having concentration of water  more than that 

of cell. Water from surrounding enters into the cell by end-osmosis and thus the cell size 

will enlarge. 

 Hypertonic: If the cell surrounding medium having concentration of water less than that 

of the cell. Water from cell move out side to the medium by ex-osmosis. Cell size will 

reduce. 

 Isotonic: If cell surrounding medium having water concentration equal to the cell. 

Movement of water will not occur in any direction. Cell size will remain un-changed. 

 Protoplasm consists of Cytoplasm and Nucleoplasm. 

 Diffusion: A spontaneous movement of substance from a region of high concentration to 

lower concentration. 

 Osmosis: The passage of water from a region of higher concentration to lower 

concentration across a semipermeable membrane. 

 Plasmolysis: When a living plant cell looses water through osmosis, there is shrinkage in 

cell contents. This process is called Plasmolysis. 

 Mitochondria of a cell is called “ Power-House” of a cell because, this is the site at which 

energy produced during aerobic-respiration, store and supplied for life functioning. 

 Lysosome of a cell is called “Social bag” of a cell because it contains specific enzyme 

that can digest (break-down) most of cellular component to destroy themself. 

 Plastids (Coloured Pigment): 

a) Chloroplast(Green coloured pigment) 

b) Chromoplast(Coloured pigment other than green) 

c) Leucoplast(Colourless pigment) 

 Cell- Division based on cell reproduction: 

a) Amitosis:- One cell divide into two daughter cells(Simplest). 

b) Mitosis:- One cell divide into two daughter cells(Complex). 

c) Meosis:- One cell divide into four daughter cells(More-complex). 

 Cell- Division can again be divided into 2 types: 

a) Karyokinesis(Division of Nucleus) 



b) Cytokinesis(Division of cytoplasm/ cytoplasm/ cytoplasmic contents) 

 Vacuole of plant cell is surrounded by Tonoplast. 

Practice Questions: 

1) Distinguish between- 

a) Plant Cell and Animal Cell 

b) Prokaryotic and Eukaryotic 

c) Hypotonic and Hypertonic 

d) Plasma membrane and Cell wall 

e) Diffusion and Osmosis 

f) Mitosis and Meosis 

g) Karyokinesis and Cytokinesis 

h) Cytoplasm and Nucleoplasm 

2) Draw a neat and labelled diagram of following- 

a) Plant cell 

b) Animal cell 

c) Nucleus of a cell 

d) Mitochondria 

e) Golgibody 

3) What are the main functions of following cellular components: 

a) Plasma membrane 

b) Nucleus 

c) Chloroplast 

d) Mitochondria 

e) Endoplasmic reticulum 

f) Golgibodies 

g) Vacuoles 

h) Lysosome 

4) Why do lysosome is called “Sucidal-bag” of a cell? 

5) Why do mitochondria is called “Power-house of the cell? 

References: Read and learn Chapter-1 NCERT 


